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PURPOSE AND SCOPE
1. The purpose of this appendix is to present the design criteria, engineering
methods and procedures that were used to prepare a detailed railroad relocation and
layout for rerouting the CSX side track crossing the ECI property to the northern portion
of the property. This includes establishing the horizontal and vertical alignment, profiles
and location of the relocated railroad track, calculating construction quantities and
defining the real estate requirements.
2. The CSX Transportation Railroad Relocation is being performed as part of the
Indiana Harbor and Canal (IHC) and Confined Disposal Facility (CDF) project. The
project includes maintenance dredging of the IHC and disposal of the dredged materials
in a CDF on the former Energy Cooperative, Inc. (ECI) oil refinery site. The CDF plan
includes construction on a portion of the ECI property, which is separated by a 100 feet
wide, multiple railroad track ownership/easement corridor. Most of the corridor was
abandoned and is presently in use by one lead/side track operated by CSX Transportation.
This lead track will be relocated to maximize an optimal dredged sediment placement
plan that provides a more economical and constructable CDF design.
GENERAL
3. The project features consist of ballast system and roadbed, adjacent drainage
ditches, grading, and slopes required for proper operation of the realigned railway track.
The rail track system consists of the track line rails, ties, plates, spikes, anchors, and
appurtenant supports. Requirements for implementing this plan include an optimal
railway alignment for the relocated track including the curve design as appropriate and
required for a single duo rail, side and lead commercial track line to compliment and fit
the CDF perimeter, adjacent ditch and groundwater cut-off wall and the extension of the
RCRA CAP under the relocated track. The groundwater cut-off wall is required to
contain on-site contaminants as well as contaminants from the dredged material. For
further information on the groundwater cut-off wall, see Appendix B, “Groundwater
Protection”. The track design will conform to standard American Railway Engineering
Association (AREA) requirements with the first and last 150 to 190 feet of track to be
constructed by the railway owners and the track relocation right-of-way (ROW) will not
exceed 60 feet. While this appendix provides an overview of the railroad relocation,
details regarded the RCRA CAP, the groundwater cut-off wall and utility relocations will
be addressed during the preparation of final plans and specification.

SITE LAYOUT
General
4. The site layout design information was developed on a CADD computer
system using existing digital topographic and planimetric mapping. All computer work
was performed within the Micro-Station software system.
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Railroad Alignment
5. Calculations to determine the alignment of the proposed Railroad relocation
were done with 100’ tangents between reversing curves. Existing data was taken from
Micro-Station topographic file. An iterative mathematical solution could have been made
by hand but given the number of unknowns, a direct solution yielding a 100’ tangent was
not possible. Further calculations were made by using a computer spreadsheet and
GEOPAK COGO. The relocation alignment in the DDR, with respect to the northeast
corner of the CDF, differs from that shown on Figure 24 (page 112) of the CMP. The
siding now crosses Indianapolis Blvd at 90 degrees. This realignment was necessary so
that the existing railroad crossing at Indianapolis Boulevard could be utilized therefore
eliminating the need for resurfacing and an extensive new crossing protection system.
The revised alignment was designed to maximize space for the CDF while causing
minimal or no impacts to Indianapolis Blvd. Plate F-2 shows the railroad relocation
layout.
6. The solution for the alignment for curves 1 and 2 was obtained graphically in
Micro-Station by modifying the arc angle of curve 2 so that a 575 radius curve (#1) could
meet a #10-turnout, as provided by the railway owners, where the relocation matches
back into the existing rail.
7. In order to maximize the amount of space available for the CDF, a trial and
error method was used to design curves 3 and 4. The solution that maximizes the area
was one that has a 100’ tangent between the two 575’ (minimum radius) curves 3 and 4.
This was obtained using an influence angle, I2 = 79.9d for curve 4 and an influence angle
I1 = 51.598d for curve 3. The tangent between the curves is 100.118’. See Attachment 2
for all calculations and assumptions.
Plan/Profile
8. After the alignment was inputted, plan and profiles were derived using existing
digital topographic and planimetric mapping. The proposed profile was designed so that
the railroad sub-base would not be affected by any surface water runoff. The profile was
also adjusted to allow for the design and construction of a 3’ RCRA CAP underneath the
relocated track within the R.R. ROW. Standard F size sheets (40” x 28”) were produced
with 1” = 50’ scale. These were then reduced to plate size drawings (11” x 17”). Plates F3 to F-6 show the profile with the corresponding plan view. Plates F-7 to F-13 show
cross-sections along the profile.

PROJECT FEATURES
General
9. As discussed before, the project features include the ballast system and
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roadbed, adjacent drainage ditches, grading, and slopes required for proper operation of
the realigned railway track. The rail track system consists of the track line rails, ties,
plates, spikes, anchors, and appurtenant supports. In general, the design of the features
follows that which was proposed in the Comprehensive Management Plan (CMP) and the
CSX Transportation, Guidelines and Specifications for Design and Construction of
Commercial Tracks except for minor modifications based on more detailed design
analyses. Each feature will be discussed below.
Ballast System and Roadbed
Design Criteria

10. Roadbed width, ditches and slopes shall conform to current CSXT standard
roadbed and ballast for industry tracks. This includes 2% subgrade slope, 6” minimum
compacted subballast, and 6” minimum ballast at grade point center-line of track. If track
is super-elevated then 6” minimum ballast is required below tie under low rail. For cut
sections, minimum width of 10’ for ditch and 2’ for bottom of ditch. Track and ditch
gradients may increase ditch size and its distance from centerline of track, and slope can
vary as needed for stability from 2:1 in sand to ¼:1 in solid rock. For fill sections, slope
as required by fill material (1 ½: 1 maximum) and geotextiles, if used, shall be placed
between the top of the subgrade and the bottom of the subballast. Roadbed for
commercial trackage within CSXT ROW and parallel to a main or operating track shall
be constructed a minimum of 6 inches lower than that of the nearest main or operating
track whenever drainage of the existing track can be affected by the new construction.
11. Turnout locations require additional roadbed to support the track structure and
to provide proper walkways for CSXT train crews. CSXT requires that the roadbed taper
from the existing section 100-feet preceding the point of switch (the point at which a
track begins to diverge from another) to 18-feet from the centerline at the point of switch.
The 18-foot roadbed is to extend from the point of switch to the transition with the 12foot roadbed on the diverging track.
Project Design Specifics

12. The designed ballast system consists of a 9 ½ foot wide standard A.R.E.A.
size 4-A ballast on a compacted 12” minimum sub-ballast with a 20-foot wide crest and
2H: 1V side slopes in typical cut cross-sections. 4-A ballast is defined as having 100%
passing 2½ “ screen size, 90-100% passing 2” screen, 60-90% passing 1½ “ screen size,
10-35% passing 1” screen size, 0-10% passing ¾ “ screen size and 0-3% passing 3/8 “
screen size. Geotextiles are not required. In fill cross-sections, the sub-ballast crest widths
vary. The crest width allows for a walkway extended from the centerline of the track on
both sides. Plate F-1 shows typical cross-sections.
13. The subgrade shall be compacted and finished so that it directs water
away from the track. The design slope is 2% from the centerline of the track on both
sides. See Attachment 2 for all calculations and assumptions.
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Drainage Ditch
14. The drainage system is sized to carry drainage without ponding of water
against the roadbed. The ditch is designed to contain the drainage water as it filters into
the site as normal. Drainage shall not be diverted, directed toward CSXT, or increased in
quantity without prior approval and agreement with CSXT. Track roadbeds fills shall not
be used as dams or levees for retention of water nor shall CSXT ROW be utilized for
retention or settling basin.
15. The designed side slopes of the drainage ditch are 3H:1V with a 2-foot depth
and 3-foot bottom width for constructability (Plate F-1). The profile was also raised so
that the entire typical section is above the existing ground line.
Rail Track System
16. The rail track system consists of the track line rails, ties, plates, spikes,
anchors, and appurtenant supports. The controlling elevation was the existing track
elevations at the west and east ends of the project site. Curve information for each curve
includes the intersection angle, degree of curve, radius, tangent distance, external and
length of curve. Plate F-1 shows cross-sections of the rail track system.
Horizontal Curves

17. Trackage was designed using the minimum degree (maximum radius) of curve
practicable. It is typical to use the chord definition of the degree of curve , which is
defined as the central angle subtended by a 100 foot chord. It is denoted by Dc, where
sin ½ Dc = 50/R. Wherever practicable, a curve should begin beyond the last switch tie,
but if required by special circumstances, a curve may extend onto the switch ties. In no
case shall a curve begin between the point of switch and the heel of frog (the end of the
point at which two running rails intersect within a turnout or crossing that is furthest from
the point of switch).
18. A curve should be avoided at the loading point of a bulk loading facility or at
an under track unloading structure. Spiral curves and super-elevations are not normally
required, but, if required by special circumstances, shall be designed according to current
CSXT standards. Tangents (straight sections), as specified in Attachment 1 - Design
Criteria, shall separate reverse curves (curves following each other in opposite
directions).
19. The designed curves met the above criteria. As stated earlier, the designed
alignment for curves 1 and 2 was obtained by modifying the arc angle of curve 2 so that a
575 radius curve (#1) could meet the #10-turnout. The design for curves 3 and 4 was one
that has a 100.118’ tangent between the two 575’ (minimum radius) curves 3 and 4.
Additional information is provided on plate F-2. See Attachment 2 for all calculations
and assumptions.
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Grades and Vertical Curves

20. Track grades are to the minimum possible, consistent with terrain
requirements. Grades were carefully designed to ensure that motive power available will
handle the tonnage to be moved. This takes into consideration number of cars, whether
loaded or empty, etc. Grades for “Load / Unload in Motion” trackage were designed so
that a train is under power with no bunching of couplers while loading or unloading.
21. Frequent changes of grade were avoided. Vertical curves were
provided at all grade changes, and were as long as practicable. Minimum standards for
calculation of vertical curves are specified in Attachment 1, Design Criteria. Neither
grade changes nor vertical curves are within the limits of switch ties. The designed curve
information is provided on plate F-2. See Attachment 2 for all calculations and
assumptions.
Staging/Storage Areas
22. Staging/storage areas are provided within the existing CSXT ROW as shown
on plate F-2. Details will be finalized during the preparation of plans and specifications.

MATERIAL QUANTITIES
General
23. Quantities were either manually calculated or computer calculated using the
InRoads or MicroStation software. They consist of track complete in place, ballast, subballast, earth excavation, embankment, concrete removal, furnishing and placing topsoil
and seeding, existing track to be removed, existing topsoil to be stripped, clay cap and
#10 turnouts. The quantities are presented in table F-1.
Quantities Generation
24. Earthwork volume quantities include earth excavation, embankment and clay
cap. Track complete in place length was taken between the stations 69+60.81 and
97+59.19. Ballast and sub-ballast tonnage was calculated. Concrete removal was
calculated by taking the area of the concrete to be removed at a depth of 1 foot.
Furnishing and placing topsoil and seeding was determined from the length of the
relocation and the ROW with an allowance for the track complete in place to be installed.
Track to be removed is assumed to be two complete sets of track line and includes
removal of all tracks material and ties while existing ballast material will remain. All
removed material is to be stockpiled on site. All removed material remains the property
of the railroad and is stored for railroad pickup. Topsoil to be stripped was determined
from the length of the relocation and the ROW Clay cap was determined from the ROW
to the cut-off wall.
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REAL ESTATE
25. Total land required for the railroad relocation is 4.11 acres. The real estate
required for the track relocation and CAP requirements temporary work limits is equal to
the permanent easements for the relocated track. All land required for the project is
owned by the Non-Federal Sponsor except for ROW easements owned by the railroads.
Plate F-15 shows the real estate for the railroad relocation.

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE
26. The first feature of the project to be constructed is the relocated railroad track.
The RCRA cap will be installed within the relocated R.R. ROW. The sub-ballast and
ballast system will be installed and then the railroad track will be constructed. Topsoil
and seeding is done to complete the relocation work. As the relocated railroad track is
brought on line, the existing track shall be abandoned. After the existing line is
abandoned, the ROW will be stripped and excavated.
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ATTACHMENT 1
Design Criteria
Design criteria to be used for sidetracks with operating speeds no to exceed 15
mph are listed in the following table. The criteria are not intended for Yard and Terminal
track, Intermodal track, Branch or Spur Lines, or any trackage with operating speed
greater than 15 mph.
CRITERIA

INDUSTRY TRACK

LEAD TRACK

LOAD / UNLOAD IN
MOTION

Number 8

Number 10

Number 10

12d-00’-00”
478.34’

10d-00’-00”
573.69’

10d-00’-00”
573.69’

100’
60’

100’
60’

100’

2.5%*

2.5%*

1.5%*

Turnout Size
Note: turnouts in main
tracks shall be No. 10
or larger
Maximum Curves
Degree
Radius
Tangent Between
Reverse Curves
Preferred
Minimum
Maximum Grade
Loop Track
* Uncompensated
** Compensated at
0.04% per degree of
curve
Vertical Curve
Summits

0.7%**

40 x algebraic
differences in grades

40 x algebraic
differences in grades

400 x algebraic
differences in grades

Sags

50 x algebraic difference
in grades

50 x algebraic difference
in grades

500 x algebraic
difference in grades

Length

100’ minimum

100’ minimum

100’ minimum
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ATTACHMENT 2
Design Calculation and Assumptions
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Table F - 1 Railroad Relocation Material Quantities
Item
Track Complete in
Place
Ballast
Sub-Ballast
Earth Excavation
Embankment
Concrete Removal
Furnishing and
Placing Topsoil
and Seeding
Track to be
Removed
Topsoil to be
Stripped
Clay Cap
#10 Turnout
Silt Filter Fence

Unit
LINEAR FEET

Contractor
2,798

Railroad
183

Total Quantity
2,981

TONS
TONS
CUBIC YARDS
CUBIC YARDS
SQUARE YARDS
SQUARE YARDS

1,628
6,029
4,926
0
476
15,260

104
692
0
0
0
0

1,732
6,721
4,926
0
476
15,260

LINEAR FEET

5,321

0

5,321

SQUARE YARDS

21,662

0

21,662

CUBIC YARDS
EACH
FOOT

18,720
Q
4,080

0
1
0

18,720
1
4,080
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ATTACHMENT 3
Local Sponsor’s Concurrence with Preliminary Railroad Relocation Design
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